
Theatre Studies A Level
Entry requirements:
You do not have to have completed GCSE Drama to take this course. Experience of theatre visits,
KS3 Drama and extra-curricular Drama events is desirable. You must be enthusiastic, passionate
and engaged with theatre and Drama.

Course Overview
There are three components in this course.
This highly practical specification provides learners with the opportunity to work as either
performers and/or designers on three different performances. In Component 1 learners reinterpret
a text to create a piece of theatre which is a combination of the selected text and original ideas. In
Component 2 learners engage with a stimulus to create two pieces of theatre; one an
interpretation of a text of their own choice and the other a devised piece.
Both Components 1 and 2 are designed to encourage learners to make connections between
dramatic theory and their own practice. While preparing their practical work, learners will explore
the work of two theatre practitioners (individuals or companies) of their own choice and then apply
their research to their performances or designs. Learners are also required to watch at least two
live theatre productions and learn about the processes and practices involved in interpreting and
performing theatre.
In Component 3, learners explore two complete performance texts and one extract from a third
text. There is an exciting and diverse list of texts to choose from; centres must select one which
was written before 1956 and one which was written after 1956.

Course Content
Component One – Theatre workshop
Theatre Workshop Non-exam assessment: internally assessed and externally moderated by
WJEC.
20% of qualification 60 marks
Learners are required to create a piece of theatre based on an extract from a text using the
techniques and working methods of either an influential theatre practitioner or a recognised
theatre company.
Component Two – Text in action
Text in Action Non-exam assessment: externally assessed by a visiting examiner
40% of qualification 120 marks
This component requires learners to engage with a stimulus to create two pieces of live theatre:
one devised piece using the working methods and techniques of either an influential theatre
practitioner or a recognised theatre company and one extract from a text in a different style to the
devised piece.
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Component three – Text in performance – written exam
Text in Performance Written examination: 2 hours 30 minutes
40% of qualification 120 marks.
In this component, learners are required to study two complete texts and one extract from a third
contrasting text. Centres are reminded that the five texts studied for this qualification as a whole
must represent a range of social, historical and cultural contexts and centres should consider
carefully their choice of texts in all components to ensure they cover a range of contexts. All texts
listed for study will be reviewed periodically and updated when necessary. In Component 3,
learners are given the opportunity to demonstrate their knowledge, understanding and skills in
interpreting texts for performance in a written examination. Learners are encouraged to approach
this component practically as an actor, designer and director, and as an informed member of a
theatre audience. To this end, learners are required to view a minimum of two live theatre
productions to inform their understanding. They may use the same or different productions as
those seen for Component 2.

Is this course right for me?
If you are energetic, creative, have a passion for theatre and drama and enjoy working with others
then you should give serious consideration to completing this A Level.

Opportunities
Theatre trips, participating in and leading extra-curricular clubs, cross Trust trips and events,
events in the wider community.

Provision of all courses will depend on demand. Course list correct at time of upload (Oct 2017)
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